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EXT. MUNDEN POINT PARK - DAY
An SUV pulls into the parking lot and parks as Lt. Kilman,
who has been driving, steps out and starts to look around.
He is wearing a RED SHIRT with ARMY GREEN SHORTS. Beyond a
set of swings in front of him he sees people barbecuing at a
picnic shelter.
Just in front of him someone is playing at a playground as
he turns right towards the boat landing where the dock is
filled with parked jet skis.
Lt. Kilman edges towards a picnic table that is between him
and the boat landing.
In full view, Lt. Kilman sits at the picnic table.
Another SUV with tinted windows pulls into the parking lot
and parks.
No one gets out.
A can of ginger ale on the picnic table that Lt. Kilman is
sitting at suddenly disintegrates as Lt. Kilman quickly
scurries and dives for cover into a ditch running next to
the boat landing and sidewalk.
POV of rifle scope from the direction of the northern inlet
running parallel to the boat landing as it eyes the now empty
picnic table.
INTERCUT WITH:
A sniper is in position on a boat in the northern inlet as
the driver stands by.
Lt. Kilman unholsters a glock as he starts pointing it in
all directions.
Men in black, including ski masks, pile out of the tinted
SUV, armed with assault rifles, and start firing at Lt. Kilman
as they slowly inch towards him.
One of the masked assailants suddenly goes down.
POV of rifle scope as it eyes the masked assailants from
behind.
INTERCUT WITH:
An FBI sniper is in position behind a wooden obelisk and low
lying concrete structure just east of the parking lot.

2.
The assailants fan out and take positions behind trees as
agents start firing from the playground and picnic shelter.
Agents start to advance as they take up positions behind
trees and continue to fire.
More assailants emerge from behind trees next to the dock
and start firing on the advancing agents.
Lt. Kilman starts firing in all directions as a couple of
assailants go down.
Assailants next to the dock start to retreat towards the jet
skis.
Another SUV emerges out of nowhere and pulls up next to the
ditch where Lt. Kilman is holdup as Kensington and Agent
Johnson emerge from the SUV and dive into the ditch next to
Lt. Kilman as they quickly take on more gunfire from all
around.
Agents behind trees advance as assailants continue to retreat
towards the parked jet skis at the dock.
Lt. Kilman spots an assailant climbing onto a jet ski as he
then spots a bike leaning against the wooden rail next to
the ditch.
The assailant starts up the jetski as Lt. Kilman scrambles
out of the ditch and grabs the bike.
The assailant on the jet ski starts driving away from the
dock towards the open water as Lt. Kilman starts peddling
down the sidewalk, just about parallel to the assailant on
the jet ski.
Lt. Kilman is almost to the end of the sidewalk as the jet
ski edges ahead of Lt. Kilman and is almost to the end of
the dock inlet.
Having reached the end of the inlet, the jet ski maneuvers
towards the left as Lt. Kilman reaches the end of the sidewalk
where a small ramp is located.
Lt. Kilman launches off of the ramp as the jet ski drifts
into the extended trajectory of Lt. Kilman.
Lt. Kilman overshoots as he glides over the jet ski and lands
in the water.
The jet ski continues on with Lt. Kilman floating in the
water.
Another assailant on the dock is about to climb onto another
jet ski as Kensington takes aim and fires on the assailant.

3.
The assailant drop into the water.

